
Rockfax in 2011
During 2011 we have published 2 new books, done one updated second 
edition and have another 2 books close to publication.  Mallorca has 
taken off where the last edition left off only with increased sales due to the 
addition of a full deep water soloing guide. The third part of our France series 
- France : Languedoc Roussillon - has also been well received with good 
intial sales, plus a knock-on boost to the sales for the rest of the France series. 
Dorset is very close to publication as is another book in our performance 
range aimed at young climbers at climbing walls - The Beginners’ Guide for 
Climbers is fully endorsed by NICAS, the national award scheme, and is likely 
to be a big hit in the UK’s climbing walls.
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We are aiming to publish four books in 2012 in addition to Dorset which is almost finished. 

Dorset - The 4th edition of this Rockfax-bestseller covering one of the country’s most popular climbing areas. 
Swanage, Portland and Lulworth - sport and traditional routes.

Peak LImestone - Peak Limestone traditional and sport climbing following on from the popular Northern 
Limestone published in 2004. Stoney, Horseshoe, Chee Dale, Water-cum-Jolly, High Tor, Dovedale and many more.

Peak Bouldering - A new edition of this popular old Rockfax classic, fully updated with full-colour topos and 
maps and focussing on low-grade bouldering in the Peak District.

France : Ariège - The fourth in our series of selected crag guidebooks to the brilliant climbing found in the South 
of France. This one covers the area to the north of the Pyrenees. 

Costa Blanca - Our fifth publication to cover this magnificent and popular area building on the success of the 
previous editions and bringing the presentation and information bang up to date.

El Picayo on the Costa Blanca

in 2012
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A new book aimed at young climbers 
learning the National Indoor Climbing 
Achievement Scheme (NICAS). It 
features cartoon illustrations giving 
step-by-step instructions on the basic 
skills required for Levels 1 and 2 of 
the scheme and is fully endorsed 
by NICAS. It is also endorsed by the 
Mountaineering Council of Scotland.

The book comes with a robust 
hardback fold-out cover and is 
package with a short section of cord 
which enables readers to practice the 
knots they are learning in the book.

“The NICAS trustees are delighted to recommend this book 
with its innovative approach to introducing the basic skills of 
climbing. Sophie’s wonderful artwork will have special appeal to 
young readers and will help them develop a thorough grounding 
in these fundamentals. The knowledge, technical skills and 
attitude required to become a safe climber are clearly described 
whilst still conveying the fun and excitement of this challenging 
sport. Climbing develops fitness, movement skills, teamwork, 
and determination and this lively book is sure to enthuse many 
budding young climbers on their way.”
- Guy Jarvis, NICAS Chair

“The MCofS supports the NICAS scheme as an excellent way 
to engage young children going to climbing walls, to learn the 
basics of safe climbing and to keep them motivated through 
their early years discovering our unique sport. A picture is worth 
a thousand words, but only if it is relevant, and despite there 
being many instructional handbooks available, this is the first 
book designed to appeal to children with its clear and often 
funny cartoon depictions of the best way to learn vital skills. It is 
a perfect resource for parents, climbing coaches and children 
themselves to help them through their NICAS achievement.”
- Kevin Howett, MCofS Development Officer

www.rockfax.com

The Beginners’ Guide for Climbers
Retail price £9.95

ISBN - 978 1 873341 77 3
Cordee Stock Code - CTC210

72 pages
A5 hardback fold-out cover
Knot practice cord included
Publication - January 2012

The Beginners’ Guide
for Climbers

Sophie Mitchell
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Dorset
Retail price £24.95

ISBN - 978 1 873341 47 6
Cordee Stock Code - CCS026

The 2012 edition of 
the Dorset Rockfax 
will be our fourth full 
publication to this 
wonderful climbing 
area. 

The previous editions 
are classic examples of 
the developing style 
of Rockfax with each 
edition being bigger, 
more detailed and more 

colourful than the previous. This new edition take 
the presentation another step forward featuring 
the widely-acclaimed full-page colour photo-
topos and a complete new set of action photos. 

The book will concentrate on Portland, Swanage 
and Lulworth, covering all the sport routes in 
these areas, and also all the best trad climbing at 
Swanage and Lulworth. The many new routes at 
Portland are documented and several new areas 
have been added to the Swanage repertoire.

More information www.rockfax.com

420 pages
A5 in size

Publication - February 2012

M a r k  G l a i s t e r
Pe t e  O x l e y

D o r s e t
Por tland Lulwor th Swanage
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Peak Limestone
Retail price £24.95

ISBN - 978 1 873341 52 0
Cordee Stock Code - CCP023 

Summer 2011 sees the 
publication of a new 
guidebook to the trad and 
sport routes of the many 
and varied cliffs scattered 
across Peak Limestone.

The book takes the 
coverage in the Peak 
section of the well received 
Northern Limestone 
Rockfax from 2004 (the 

Yorkshire section will be published later) and 
expand this with better photographic coverage, 
more cliffs and more routes.

From the sylvan delight of the Staffordshire 
Dovedale and Manifold valleys, through the 
impressive cliffs of the Matlock area all the way 
to the extensive and well developed crags of 
Cheedale and Water-cum-Jolly. Plus the ever-
popular haunts of Stoney Middleton and Horseshoe 
Quarry. 

A number of the limestone cliffs in the Peak have 
rather have fallen out of favour in recent years, this 
new guidebook will bring them back into the limelight. 
Recent developments with many newly bolted 
climbs will be covered in detail and the photographic 
coverage will show the cliffs in all their glory.

www.rockfax.com

400+ pages
Over 2800 routes

A5 paperback
Publication - March 2012

C h r i s  C ra g g s
A l a n  J a m e s

Peak Limestone
Stoney,  Horsesho e,  Bux ton Q uarries,  Harpur H il l ,  Staden Q uarr y,  Chee Dale, 
R aven Tor,  Water- cum-Jolly,  R avensdale,  Alder y Cl i ff,  B eeston Tor,  Dovedale, 

Harb orough,  S outhern Q uarries,  H igh Tor,  Wild Cat,  Wil lersley
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Twelve years ago Rockfax unveiled its original 
Peak Bouldering guidebook. This was one of 
the first guidebooks to comprehensively cover 
bouldering in the Peak District, and such was 
its popularity that you still see well-loved copies 
being used today. Since 2000 bouldering has 
undergone a massive growth in popularity, and the 
Peak District is now generally considered to be the 
most popular bouldering destination in the UK.

The second edition of the Rockfax Peak 
Bouldering guidebook will maintain the clarity 
of the original, and combine this with the 
highly acclaimed Rockfax photographic style of 
presentation. The book will uniquely cover all 
the bouldering venues of the Peak District in 
one book, with many more low-grade problems 
than featured elsewhere, and will also include 
bouldering circuits that have proved popular in 
recent years. The book will present grades in both 
‘V’ grades and Font grades, and UK technical 
grades which many British rock climbers are often 
more familiar with. 

The book will contain many quality action photos, 
and, for the first time action photos will be 
incorporated into the photo-topos in order to bring 
the topos to life and give a sense of scale.

More information at
www.rockfax.com

Peak Bouldering
Retail price Undecided

ISBN - 978 1 873341 72 8

300+ pages
A5 paperback

Publication - Summer 2012

Ad r i a n  B e r r y

Peak Bouldering
Wimb err y,  Hobson M o or,  Der went,  Kinder,  B el l  Hagg,  Stanage,  Burbage 

Nor th,  Burbage S outh,  Burbage Valley,  M il lstone,  Fro ggatt,  Curbar,  B aslow, 
G ardoms,  Stoney,  Rubicon,  R aven Tor,  R heinstor,  Cratcl i ffe  Tor, 

Robin Ho o d ’s  Str ide,  Newstones,  B aldstones,  G ibb Tor,  The Roaches
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Unlike the other volumes in the Rockfax France 
series, the Ariege guidebook will cover a relatively 
small area - a patch not much more than 30 by 
40 kms, tucked away in the foothills of the French 
Pyrenees, where the Ariege river cut through the 
mountains. 

Despite its compact size there is a huge amount of 
climbing in the area, plus top quality hillwalking and 
mountaineering and lots of skiing too. The variation 
in altitude means that it is almost always possible 
to get something done, summer or winter.

The climbing is varied on both limestone and 
granite; all angles from slabby to steep, and single 
pitch up to massive! From the near-roadside granite 
of Auzat to the huge limestone cliffs of Sinsat; from 
the super-steep test pieces of the caves at Alliat 
to the bolted 20+ pitch climbs on the Dent d’Orlu, 
there is something here for everyone.

The area is only a short drive from Carcassonne, 
which has several low cost operators flying in 
from northern Europe. It is a day’s drive from the 
Channel ports or Carcassonne can be reached on 
the TGV. 

The Ariege area is destined to become a major 
venue on the travelling climber’s circuit.

More information at
www.rockfax.com

France : Ariège
Retail price £24.95

ISBN - 978 1 873341 87 2

230 pages
A5 paperback

Publication - Late 2012

C h r i s  C ra g g s

France : Ariège
L a Ro che Ronde,  Le Ro c a  Steph,  Calames,  Le Ro c de S edour,  Al l iat 

G enat,  Sibada,  B aychon,  N iaux,  Auzat,  Sinsat,  Appy
 Aix  Les  Thermes,  Dent  d ’O rlu,  Ro quefixada,  Le Carol
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The Costa Blanca has long been the best 
known Hot Rock winter sun venue for climbers 
wanting a break from the grim northern winter. 
The reasons the place became popular in 
the first place are same reasons that this 
popularity has endured; easy access, loads 
of quality accommodation, a benign winter 
climate and of course amazing amounts of 
fantastic climbing on everything from roadside 
boulders to magnificent mountains.

The new guide will be the fifth edition that 
Rockfax have produced to the ‘White Coast’, 
with over 22,000 copies already sold over the 
years. This completely revised and updated 
volume will build on the success of the earlier 
ones with increased coverage of the most 
popular areas and the addition of several new 
crags. A complete new set of crag shots and 
action pictures will ensure the book stays fresh 
for years to come.

More information at
www.rockfax.com

Costa Blanca
Retail price - Undecided

ISBN - 978 1 873341 67 4

400+ pages
Nearly 4000 routes

A5 paperback
Publication - December 2012

C h r i s  C ra g g s

Costa Blanca
Ley va,  La  Panocha,  Or ihuela ,  Mar in ,  Sal inas,  Sax ,  Magdelena,  Peña del  Corb,  Peña Rubia , 

Foradà,  Reconco,  Agujas  Rojas,  Cabezon de Oro,  Sel la ,  Puig Campana,  Ponoch,  Echo 
Val ley,  Guadalest ,  Bernia ,  Bol lu la ,  Altea ,  Mascarat ,  Castel lets  de Calp,  S ier ra  de Toix  , 

Olta ,  Peñón de I fach,  Los  Pinos,  Peña Roja ,  Mur la/Alcala l í ,  L’Ocaive,  Font  d ’Axia ,  Pego, 
Segar ia ,  G andía ,  Salem,  Aventador,  Montesa ,  Bel lús,  E l  Picayo


